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The Fiat Uno is a front-engine, front-drive, four-passenger supermini manufactured and
marketed by Fiat. Launched in , the Uno was produced over a single generation with an
intermediate facelift, in three and five-door hatchback body styles until in Europe â€” and until ,
in Brazil. Designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro of Italdesign , the Uno strongly recalled the high-roof,
up-right packaging of Giugiaro's Lancia Megagamma concept, in a smaller configuration. The
tall, square body used a Kamm tail , achieved a drag coefficient of 0. Launched a month before
the Peugeot , a noted competitor, the Uno went on sale just after General Motors launched its
new Opel Corsa supermini marketed as the Vauxhall Nova in the UK , quickly gaining
competition from the Ford Fiesta and Nissan Micra. United Kingdom sales began in June , with
more than 20, sold in its first full year and peaking at more than 40, sales in Initially, the Uno
was offered with the 0. The Uno was available as either a three- or five-door hatchback. It also
featured ergonomic switchgear clusters each side of the main instrument binnacle,
user-operable with hands on the steering wheel. The Uno had MacPherson strut independent
front suspension and twist-beam rear suspension with telescopic dampers and coil springs.
From , the 1. This was a lighter engine, built with fewer parts, and gave improved performance
and economy. The most luxurious version, the single-point injected 75 SX i. In April the hot
hatch version of the first series Uno â€” the Uno Turbo i. The Turbo i. This was then replaced by
a newly developed 'C' five-speed gearbox, featuring a more durable differential and improved
gearchange linkage. Ratios were unchanged between the two units. Externally, the Turbo i.
Suspension was lowered and uprated, 13" alloy wheels with Pirelli P6 tyres were fitted and the
brakes upgraded to vented discs on the front and solid discs on the rear. Later models featured
red seatbelts. Options on the Turbo i. An option on later first series Turbo i. The system
operated once per ignition cycle, requiring an ignition-initiated reset, had the system had been
triggered. In mid the 1. It was added to other European markets beginning in early Daily
production in mid was cars, out of a daily total of This badging was the only external giveaway,
while in the interior an oil pressure gauge was added. In , a 1. The 1. This model was very quick
for a small diesel at the time, and had better acceleration than the petrol-engined Uno 70, while
fuel consumption was about a third lower. Noise levels were actually marginally lower than
those of the 70 SX. The suspension was firmer to accommodate the heavier engine, while an oil
temperature gauge was standard fitment. But it was a totally different car: it was riding on a Fiat
-derived platform, with four-wheel MacPherson suspension with transverse leaf spring at the
rear. Visual differences from the European Uno were the fuel cap, placed on the left, and the
bonnet, of a clamshell design and hinged at the front. It had also had its own engines, part of
the "Brazil" engine series. From to , first series Uno was assembled in Kragujevac , Yugoslavia
by Zastava. Only the three-door version was available. Due to a higher price than the Yugo, the
Uno 45R was discounted in , after 2, examples had been produced. First shown at the Frankfurt
Motor Show in September , the Uno received a facelift with revised front styling and revised
tailgate, the latter improving the drag coefficient to Cd 0. Uno production ended in Italy in with
6,, manufactured in Fiat's Italian factories. Engines available were three petrol units all naturally
aspirated and fuel injected â€” 0. After Western European production and sales ceased, the Uno
continued to be manufactured and sold in many other regions. In addition to 1. A total of 3. In
the second half of the s and the first half of the s, the Uno was also available as a saloon, a
pick-up, and in a wagon version. The Brazilian Uno featured an independent, transverse leaf
spring suspension at the rear, based on the tried and tested Brazilian Fiat similar to the Italian
Fiat The clamshell design of the bonnet was also unique, since the Brazilian Uno kept the spare
tyre located in the engine bay, like the old Fiat , thus saving extra space for the luggage in the
boot. Originally sold with 1. The now redundant 1. The Brazilian Fiat Uno family was topped by a
sporting turbocharged 1. This model was available between and and was part of the regularly
available lineup; units were produced. From to , a 1. A Fire engine was used since The Brazilian
range has received a Flex Fuel system, enabling the car to use ethanol or gasoline as fuel, both
pure or in any proportion mixture; also, there is a version fitted for unpaved roads called Mille
Way , which includes higher and a more resilient suspension, larger wheels and side cladding.
Despite the launch of the new Brazilian-built Uno in , production of the Mille Economy and Mille
Way continued until December , only with a 1. Fiat and Tata Motors Limited in January At
present the company employs about employees in its Ranjangaon facility in the Pune District of
Maharashtra. The Uno was first assembled in Turkey in and the production ran until Only the
five-door bodystyle was assembled in Turkey. The engine options were 1. The fully equipped
version was named Uno Hobby; it offered power steering and AC. It also differed from regular
Unos in being available only in one colour option, sky blue with silver bumpers. In South Africa ,
the Uno was assembled under licence by Nissan from until and then by Fiat from up until Later
on there were also a number of special editions produced which included the Beat 1, cc , the
Rio 1, cc and for a short period the Cento cc. After Fiat re-entered the South African market in

Unos were rebadged as either the 1, cc Mia or 1, cc Tempo. They also featured the Fiat
centenary badge from that point on. By the time initial production of the Uno ended in only the
1, cc Mia was available for sale. In , the Fiat Uno was redesigned and it re-entered the South
African new car market. The car was now marketed and distributed by Fiat themselves. The
model line-up includes the Uno Way , which has a higher suspension than the regular Uno and
colour-coded bumpers. It is based on the â€” design, and is powered by a 1. Local manufacturer
Francisco Motors, primarily known as a manufacturer of the Jeepney , partnered with Fiat to
create a joint venture called Italcar Pilipinas Inc. They assembled the Fiat Uno from â€” under
the People's Car Program, which was an incentive by the government of President Corazon
Aquino to stimulate car production in the Philippines. The joint venture hoped to compete with
the Toyota Corolla and Nissan Sentra with the Uno in the taxicab market, which accounted for
many sales. The Uno was not popular and production decreased yearly until the venture was
terminated in Production in Fiat's factory in Poland ran until It was imported in Italy as Innocenti
Mille Clip. Production started in and continued until when the manufacturing plant had to be
closed down. Only the diesel variant of the car was made available under the 1. Although large
scale manufacturing of the car has ceased, stocks of CKD are still being assembled and sold at
present. Around , examples of the Uno were sold in Britain between and , with the MK1 proving
more popular than the MK2. It was one of the most popular imported cars in Britain during the s,
peaking at more than 40, sales in However, by March there were just examples of either
generation still in use. It is larger and roomier than the first, but smaller and cheaper than the
second platform. It is being sold in Brazil and several other South American countries as well,
but it has yet to be confirmed whether this Uno will be sold in Europe. In , Fiat launched another
facelift for the Uno and introduced the Firefly engine, Available as a 1. In , Fiat removed the Way
and Sporting trims and their versions with the GSR semi-automatic transmission, and added. A
Brazilian Fiat Uno was tested by Latin NCAP in and has been rated as highly unsafe, scoring
only one star for adult occupants and two stars for children. The engine is the 1. Media related
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My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 Are Fiat Stilos any good? Fruitcake Original Poster 3, posts
months. Basically what it says on the tin. I'm still dithering about what should be my next car
and thought about a Stilo. A few questions: 1 I'm assuming that the 1. Right or wrong? If so,
what's that like? I'm 22, no NCB and 3 points for speeding in Aug of this year. Basically, I'm
looking for a car that won't rape me on insurance, is decent enough to drive, a usable amount of
space doesn't have to be cavernous, though and something which can ferry me round as my
only car. I do just under 20, miles p. Another idea I had was a Seicento Sporting as most of my
milage is done on country roads, not motorways. MrMoonyMan 2, posts months. Don't do it.
Seriously, just don't do it - they're cheap for a reason. As for reliability - I think I could have
designed a better car myself the first one we got broke, then it broke again and the second one

wasn't any better. We nearly lost a customer of 15 yrs! As for insurance my advice is ring
around lots and you can barter with them. The seicento is okay in fact it can be quite fun but for
me personally size was an issue not headroom, elbow room! But if I was in your position I'd
look at a secondhand Honda civic. I hope this helps and all the best! Wacky Racer 33, posts
months. Well I like 'em, I think they are quite stylish and different. Over the years I have had a
new Punto, Uno, Panda and Brava, never had any trouble with any of them, although it has to be
said Fiat residuals are not the best BUT if you are buying secondhand this obviously works in
your favour Personally I would pay a bit extra and get one from a main Fiat dealer backed up by
a decent dealer warranty.. Gompo 4, posts months. Go for 04 reg onwards, they actually started
building them properly then They did a 1. Cheers for the help guys, I'm now looking at prices I'm
not in a real hurry to be honest and I will see if I can get a 1. Exactly 50 years later, the iconic s
design is back in a roadster created for pure driving pleasure: the Fiat Spider. Swallow-tail
section rear wings, horizontal rear lights and tail lights with body colour inserts. All elements of
the Fiat Spider cabin have chrome and satin finishes; from the air vents to the details of the
door panels. Exclusive real leather upholstery with visible stitching. Lower dashboard trimmed
with visible stitching in the same colour as the leather upholstery inside the car. Leather
steering wheel and instrument panel cowling trimmed with visible stitching. In Fiat Spider, every
control is at your fingertips, so you can stay focused on driving. The Fiat seats are ergonomic
with raised padding on the sides, comfortable during the trip and also when getting in or out of
the vehicle. An exclusive and original driving experience in a sports car with an iconic s design.
Returning to fill you with excitement each time you touch the steering wheel. Audio system,
volume, navigator: everything you need to make your trip magnificent is within easy reach.
Ergonomic leather steering wheel and instrument panel with three indicators, including the
centrally positioned rev counter, designed for sporty driving. From the shape of the windscreen
pillars to the distinctive position of the wipers, every detail is designed to ensure maximum
visibility and road control. Low driving position and raised padding on the sides of the seats,
just like a true sports car in which to savour every curve. Multimedia steering wheel commands
that not only allow you to control the road, but also the mood of your music. Luxury interiors,
user-friendly commands and on-board computer. Ready to enjoy every centimetre of the road
on board the Fiat Spider? Choose your market. Cool exterior, exquisitely finished interior and
guaranteed enjoyment, reinforced by the on-board technologies. Design and exterior. The iconic
s design is back, in a car created for pure driving pleasure. Beauty in every single detail All
elements of the Fiat Spider cabin have chrome and satin finishes; from the air vents to the
details of the door panels. Enjoy the scenery Interiors Lower dashboard trimmed with visible
stitching in the same colour as the leather upholstery inside the car. Magnificent everywhere
Leather steering wheel and instrument panel cowling trimmed with visible stitching. Absolute
control In Fiat Spider, every control is at your fingertips, so you can stay focused on driving. An
interface one step ahead of the rest. Comfort and class The Fiat seats are ergonomic with raised
padding on the sides, comfortable during the trip and also when getting in or out of the vehicle.
Interiors Relax. The world is yours. Just one touch is all you need Audio system, volume,
navigator: everything you need to make your trip magnificent is within easy reach. That shiver
racing up through your body Ergonomic leather steering wheel and instrument panel with three
indicators, including the centrally positioned rev counter, designed for sporty driving. Pure
driving satisfaction From the shape of the windscreen pillars to the distinctive position of the
wipers, every detail is designed to ensure maximum visibility and road control. The wind, the
engine, your favourite song Low driving position and raised padding on the sides of the seats,
just like a true sports car in which to savour every curve. Control cabin Multimedia steering
wheel commands that not only allow you to control the road, but also the mood of your music.
Light up the road to make it your own. With Spider the road is yours. DAB radio with Bose
system and 9 speakers. Bose Sound System An exclusive audio system, which ensures a
sound quality that is always perfect, even when the hood is down. The Bose system has 9
speakers, 4 of which are integrated in the headrests. Keyless Go Keyless car entry, locking and
ignition. Fiat Spider knows it only too well: those who want to get away have no time to wait.
The Fiat , commonly known as " Topolino ", [4] is an Italian city car produced and manufactured
by Fiat from to The Topolino was one of the smallest cars in the world at the time of its
production. Launched in , three models were produced until , all with only minor mechanical
and cosmetic changes. The radiator was located behind the engine which made possible a
lowered aerodynamic nose profile at a time when competitors had a flat, nearly vertical grille.
Rear suspension initially used quarter-elliptic rear springs, but buyers frequently squeezed four
or five people into the nominally two-seater car, and in later models the chassis was extended at
the rear to allow for more robust semi-elliptic springs. The target price given when the car was
planned was 5, lire. Despite being more expensive than first envisioned, the car was

competitively priced. Three models were produced. Model A was produced from to , while B was
produced in and Model A was offered as a 2-door saloon , 2-door convertible saloon saloon with
folding roof and a 2-door van , [1] while Model B also introduced a 3-door estate under the name
B Giardiniera " estate car ". The Giardiniera was at the beginning only available as a so-called
woodie , i. When it was later renamed Belvedere, the wood was replaced with metal. Model C
was introduced in with a restyled body and the same engine as Model B, and was offered in
2-door saloon, 2-door convertible saloon, 3-door estate and 2-door van [8] versions. In ,
Giardiniera was renamed Belvedere "A turret or other raised structure offering a pleasant view
of the surrounding area", referring to its sunroof. Model C was produced until In the larger
rear-wheel-drive Fiat was launched by Fiat and that would become the design basis for the new
Fiat , the Nuova From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other Fiat cars with the model
number "", see Fiat disambiguation. Motor vehicle. Simca 5 Simca 6. Fiat Fiat World in Motion The whole of the year's automobile production. Belvedere Publishing. Retrieved Fiatâ€”Tutti i
modelli del Novecento. Editoriale Domus. A marque of Stellantis. Abarth Abarth C Abarth
Spider. Category Commons. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Lingotto , Turin Mirafiori
, Turin. City car A. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Fiat Topolino. City car. Small family car. Large family car. Executive car. Pininfarina Cabriolet.
Sports car. Campagnola The supermini that's fun, convenient, eco-friendly and simple. Your
favourite music is under your thumb, thanks to the Fiat Punto steering wheel controls. So you
can change tracks with a single touch. A minimalist and modern dashboard with a soft-touch,
Stone-textured finish. Stylish wrap-around seats made with sophisticated high-tech materials
such as the Electro-welded Rib-Mesh fabric. Even the details are stylish: the steering wheel and
shift knob on the Fiat Punto are also available in leather. The Punto is the city car that knows
your needs: that's why the cabin has numerous storage compartments to store everything you
want to take with you. A small car that's big on technology: that's why the Lounge trim gives
you automatic dual-zone climate control, which enables you and your passengers to adjust the
temperature in the front and rear respectively. That way everyone travels in comfort. Comfort
and beauty make the perfect combination: that's why the Punto interior is welcoming as well as
spacious and comfortable. Fiat Punto is the compact car created to give you the beauty you
seek. Burnished headlights and adaptive fog lights so functionality is also stylish. From the
chrome-plated double exhaust tailpipe to the door mirror covers, the Punto gives you plenty of
scope for customisation with Mopar accessories. Dynamic, essential and timeless: the Punto's
simple and strong character is demonstrated by the clean front end, with vents incorporated
into a single trapezoidal profile. The design of the Punto is essential and modern. Just like you.
Emphasise the uniqueness of your Punto with the Style Pack: embellish it with fine, essential
details so it stands out. Choose ultimate comfort and make your everyday journeys even more
practical. With the Comfort Pack, you and your passengers can count on more enjoyable and
relaxing journeys. Don't miss out on maximum safety. The Safety Pack includes contents
designed to make the cabin of your Punto even safer. Make your new Punto more high-tech with
the Tech Pack. Get in synch with your driving style and have fun on unforgettable journeys.
With the Versatility Pack, your driving position becomes completely customisable and you no
longer have to worry about bulky loads. Choose your market. Design and exterior. Essential and
dynamic lines for a timeless compact car. Design and comfort. Steering wheel controls Your
favourite music is under your thumb, thanks to the Fiat Punto steering wheel controls.
Dashboard A minimalist and modern dashboard with a soft-touch, Stone-textured finish. New
seats Stylish wrap-around seats made with sophisticated high-tech materials such as the
Electro-welded Rib-Mesh fabric. Leather upholstery Even the details are stylish: the steering
wheel and shift knob on the Fiat Punto are also available in leather. What's on your playlist?
Storage compartments The Punto is the city car that knows your needs: that's why the cabin
has numerous storage compartments to store everything you want to take with you. What's
your ideal climate? Punto interior Comfortable style Comfort and beauty make the perfect
combination: that's why the Punto interior is welcoming as well as spacious and comfortable.
Bold look Burnished headlights and adaptive fog lights so functionality is also stylish. Dull it
definitely is not From the chrome-plated double exhaust tailpipe to the door mirror covers, the
Punto gives you plenty of scope for customisation with Mopar accessories. Looking for a nice
set of wheels? Which colour are you driving today? Exterior design Dynamic like you Dynamic,
essential and timeless: the Punto's simple and strong character is demonstrated by the clean
front end, with vents incorporated into a single trapezoidal profile. Style Pack Emphasise the
uniqueness of your Punto with the Style Pack: embellish it with fine, essential details so it

stands out. Comfort Pack Choose ultimate comfort and make your everyday journeys even
more practical. Safety Pack Don't miss out on maximum safety. Third rear headrest Front and
side head protection airbags. The Fiat Ritmo is small , front-engine, front-wheel drive family car
manufactured and marketed by Fiat , launched in April at the Turin Motor show and offered in 3and 5-door hatchback and cabriolet body styles â€” from to with two facelifts. The name Ritmo
derives from the Italian for "rhythm", and Strada derives from the Italian for "road. Fiat began
designing the Ritmo hatchback â€” as a replacement for the sedan â€” in , following the body
style of its supermini as European manufacturers began launching small family hatchbacks,
notably the Volkswagen Golf in Prior to its launch, the press speculated that the project
codename [5] would be the final production name, however, Fiat instead gave its new car the
Ritmo name, rather than another three digit number. The Ritmo was manufactured at the
Cassino plant using a system developed by its subsidiary Comau , the "Robogate" system â€”
which automated the bodyshell assembly and welding process using robots, giving rise to its
advertising slogan "Handbuilt by robots", [6] immortalised in a television advertising campaign
showing the robots assembling the Ritmo bodyshells to the strains of Rossini's The Barber of
Seville. The initial four-cylinder engine range included 1. Suspension was independent
all-round, the braking system comprised front discs and rear drums and the wheels measured
inch in diameter. Gearboxes ranged from a standard four-speed manual five-speed optional on
CL models and an optional three-speed Volkswagen -derived automatic. The Ritmo finished
second in the European Car of the Year awards, finishing narrowly behind the winning car, the
Simca-Chrysler Horizon â€” which was similar in concept. The initial range in Italy was
designated by their respective engine horsepower PS :. Export markets also received the 1. The
Ritmo was criticized for its basic interior trim e. Fiat responded in with various revisions and the
introduction of the Targa Oro "gold plate" range. The latter was based on the Ritmo 65 or 75 for
export markets and was distinguished by mink or black paint with gold striping and accents in
the alloy wheels, foglights, dark bumper bars and velour trim interiors. From February , the 75
CL range had an optional VW-derived automatic transmission â€” the Automatica was the only
1. Through the use of a new carburetor and altered timing , power and torque figures were kept
the same as those of the 1. To accommodate this considerably heavier engine, the steering rack
was slowed down from 3. Nonetheless, a In , the Targa Oro and 75 models were replaced by the
five-door only Ritmo Super or Superstrada in some export markets. This extra power was
gained through slight alterations to the camshaft profile, a twin carburettor, and a twin exhaust
system. Other differences included lower profile tyres Pirelli P8 and a close-ratio five-speed
manual gearbox. The steering was also somewhat faster. In May , the first sports version, the
Ritmo TC , was launched. British and Irish models had black and silver Speedline alloy wheels
5. Other distinguishing features relative to the normal range included: front fog lights integrated
into the front bumper; integrated front spoiler combined with wheel arch extensions; black
lower door paint; black mesh air intake; and a rear spoiler at the base of the rear window. That
same year, Fiat also launched the Ritmo Cabrio. This model was not available for right-hand
export markets because the position of the exhaust downpipe did not allow for a relocated
steering column and system. Suspension mounts were altered and the spare tyre was moved
from the engine bay to the boot, along with a relocation of the fuel tank to ahead of the rear axle.
The fuel tank move resulted in the fuel cap being moved to the right side and under a lid instead
of remaining exposed. The facelift saw the Ritmo acquire a more conventional look. In addition,
all models now featured Fiat's new corporate five-bar emblem at the centre of the grille, with
base models featuring single round headlamps and all other, double round headlights in Britain,
all models of this generation featured twin headlamps. The bonnet no longer had an air scoop
and the roof was now completely flat with the upward sweep of the first series found to cause
vortices and contribute to dust and water over the rear window. Better aerodynamics, lower
weight, and engine optimizations combined to increase fuel mileage by around ten percent on
most of the range. In Britain, seven-spoke alloy wheels replaced the earlier Speedline ones.
Ignition timing was controlled electronically. There was a minor change in the spring of , mainly
consisting of a new range hierarchy. Aside from the three-door, four-speed "L" versions "60"
and "diesel" , all non-sporting Ritmos now had five-speed manual gearboxes and five-door
bodywork. The upper-class 85 Super version was dropped in Italy, where smaller-engined
versions ruled the marketplace. The 1. This Ritmo and the third series was also built in
Venezuela, only in the five-door version. Two models were available: the 85 and the TC, with the
85 only available with the automatic transmission from Volkswagen and the TC being a
five-speed manual. Other changes included restyled front and rear bumpers, and lower plastic
panels on the doors again, taken from the Regata. The rear bumper now housed the number
plate at low level, whilst the space between the rear lights was filled with a plastic panel. The
latter included the 75 i. However, the Ritmo's falling popularity in these markets was

compensated for by the growing success of its smaller stablemate, the Uno. Early in , the
production of the Ritmo ended after 10 years. In its place, as the new contender in the European
C-segment, Fiat launched the similarly avantgarde, Tipo , which took inspiration from the
smaller Uno with its design and style. The Fiat Ritmo cabrio was originally displayed as a
concept at the Frankfurt Motor Show [15] but went on sale in mainland Europe only in It was
assembled by Bertone and, coinciding with the facelift, was badged as a Bertone instead of a
Fiat. It was cheaper than, and competed against, the Volkswagen Golf cabriolet but was not up
to Volkswagen standards in terms of quality or ability, despite the fact that the German rival was
not built in-house, but by Karmann. The Bertone cabriolet was sold in various European
markets in petrol-engined form only 75S, 85S, S; some with fuel injection until A sedan version,
the Regata , was launched in with limited success outside of Italy despite being sold more
globally, including in Australia. Mechanically similar to the Ritmo, the sedan was offered with 1.
A station wagon versionâ€”badged the Regata Weekend â€”was launched in and a unique
design feature was represented by its folding rear bumper section, which created a level loading
bay. The Ritmo was sold on the British market as the Strada from the autumn of [20] until it was
replaced by the Tipo in July Despite decent early sales, surprising given its unconventional
styling, it was soon overshadowed by a host of new British-built and imported competitors, and
by the s was selling very slowly, although Fiat's overall market share in the UK increased
sharply throughout the s due to the huge success of the smaller Uno. In North America, the Fiat
Strada was introduced in January for the same model year to replace the A three-speed
automatic from Volkswagen was optional equipment. An intellectual property dispute arose and
was ultimately resolved by the Arbitration Chamber of Paris in , which found that the Ronda was
sufficiently different from the Ritmo much to the angst of Fiat due to rumours that its restyle
was very close to that of the Ronda. As part of this dispute, SEAT showed a black Ronda with
all the in-house developed components painted in bright yellow, in order to highlight key
differences between the two products. All ties with Fiat underpinnings were finally severed
when Volkswagen took majority ownership of SEAT in and began producing cars in Spain
based on German-developed platforms. The Ritmo name was revived in Australia by the Fiat
importer, Ateco Automotive, with the new Bravo sold there with Ritmo badging beginning in
February This rebadging was due to the fact that, in Australia, Mazda had been using the name
Bravo for its B Series pickup. Although pre-launch indication were that the Ritmo name would
also be used for New Zealand, this never eventuated since Fiat were able to use the Bravo
nameplate there. The new Ritmo sold slowly and was discontinued in ; the name has remained
retired since. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the new Ritmo so renamed and sold in
Australia, see Fiat Bravo Motor vehicle. Retrieved 25 March Retrieved 11 September Retrieved 4
September Beetle Blog. Auto Motor u. Retrieved 15 August Quattroruote : September February
March Quattroruote in Italian. Milan, Italy: Editoriale Domus. Bern, Switzer
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